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Welcome, new and 
returning readers, to the 
winter edition of the Fly-ND 

Quarterly! As we take off into the new year, I 
hope this issue will inspire you to step outside of 
your aviation comfort zone; you may be surprised 
at the effect it can have on yourself and others. 
Whether you introduce a young person to the 
wonder of aviation or start making summer plans 
to fly and camp, you will find uplifting stories 
and practical tips within these pages. Or bring a 
friend to network and learn with other aviation 
enthusiasts and professionals at the annual Fly-
ND Conference! Mark your calendars for March 
5-7, 2023, at the Bismarck Hotel and register 
today at www.fly-nd.com/events/conference.

Wishing you clear skies and unlimited visibility, 
Nicolette

Send Address Changes To: admin@fly-nd.com
FLY-ND Quarterly, P.O. Box 5020, Bismarck, ND 58502-5020

The Quarterly is published four times a year (winter, spring, summer and fall). 

Advertising Inquiries: editor@fly-nd.com
Advertising deadline is the 1st of the preceding month.

Cover: join us for the ND Fly-ND Conference 

The official publication of the North Dakota Aviation Association
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Hosted by North Dakota Aviation Association

First time attendees – email admin@fly-nd.com for your registration code. 

North Dakota Aviation Association

March 5-7, 2023 • Bismarck Hotel

First Time Attendees Register for FREE!

The conference is an opportunity to learn more about aviation in North Dakota and 
network with our aviation community. Throughout the conference, sessions will be 

held for pilots, mechanics, airport managers, and general aviation enthusiasts. 

Registration and details at www.fly-nd.com/events/Conference

• Learn from Aviation Industry Leaders

• IA Renewal Credits

• Associations Annual Business Meetings

• Networking Opportunities

• Icebreaker Event

• Exhibitors Night

• Hall of Fame Banquet

• Educational Sessions

Early Bird discount Early Bird discount 
ends February 10thends February 10thEarly Bird discount 
ends February 10th
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Time to Legislate and Advocate

Kyle Wanner, Director
North Dakota Aeronautics Commission
701-328-9650 | kcwanner@nd.gov

DIRECTOR’S 
 Chair

A new legislative session has arrived and elected leaders 
from around the state will be hard at work discussing how 
to best position North Dakota for the future. I am happy 
to report that the North Dakota Aeronautics Commission 
(NDAC) has successfully prioritized our budget request and 
our initial agency bill has provided a strategically sound 
starting point for legislators. Our priorities are to ensure that 
adequate state support is provided for airport infrastructure 
projects and aviation workforce development initiatives 
throughout the following 2023-2025 biennium. 

At the start of the session, NDAC staff was able to attend 
an “Information Day” at the capitol, where we met with 
legislators to discuss our operations and to promote the 

positive impacts and benefits of aviation. At the event, we 
also invited them to try their skills on a flight simulator. The 
simulation had the operator taking off from the Bismarck 
Airport, climbing to a safe altitude above the capitol building, 
and then turning back to attempt to land the aircraft on a 
runway. It was safe to say that the experience left them both 
smiling and impressed with the skills and training needed to 
become a competent pilot.

In my discussions at the capitol, I am invigorated in the 
fact that the story we can tell our elected leaders is truly 
remarkable. Looking back a decade ago, we were met with 
an astounding level of airport development requests, due to 
the economic expansion and significant energy production 
growth that the state was experiencing. Since that time, 
our legislators have afforded us and our communities with 
the opportunity to provide additional investments into 
both airport infrastructure and youth aviation education 
programming. The results of these efforts are now easy to 
see.

We have had great success in working with the FAA, 
airport sponsors, and their airport engineering teams to 
strategically prioritize projects to significantly update our 
system of airports. We have also worked hard to partner 
with the North Dakota Aviation Association (NDAA,) aviation 
museums, and high school programs throughout the state 
to grow youth aviation programming to the strongest point 
it has ever been. Our state currently boasts a record level 
of aviation activity in multiple areas that include air cargo 
levels, active pilots living within the state, and based aircraft 
counts. Commercial airline traffic is also strong and has 
almost fully recovered from COVID-19 impacts, as our state 
has surpassed 1 million passenger enplanements in 2022. 
In fact, we are currently exploring the need to expand 
multiple commercial terminal buildings in North Dakota. As 
the legislative session continues to unfold, I look forward 
to more conversations with our elected leaders to further 
discuss the aviation industry’s successes as well as its 
current needs and priorities. 

If you are interested in learning more about our agency’s 
budget and would like to listen to the discussions on current 
and future priorities, please visit the legislative website at 
www.legis.nd.gov and search for House Bill 1006. On this 
website, you can also find and review my presentation and 
testimony materials, which has a wealth of information on the 
current status of North Dakota’s aviation system.  

I want to also encourage all of you to stay engaged with 
the legislative process by keeping in touch with your elected 
officials and by utilizing the bill tracking system that can also 
be found on the legislative website. As legislation comes 
forward regarding elements that have a factor on aviation, 
I will be in direct communication with the NDAC and the 
Airport Association of North Dakota (AAND) as we work 
through any critical issues. I also encourage you to contact 
me directly to share any concerns or relevant information 
that you may have on pending legislation. 

Lastly, I also hope that you are able to join us March 
5-7, 2023, for the Fly-ND Conference that will be held in 
Bismarck. As always, NDAC staff, NDAA board members, 
and local volunteers have been hard at work preparing an 
exceptional program for all aviation enthusiasts to enjoy. I 
sincerely hope that you can take the time to come network 
with other aviators and to overall celebrate your love of 
aviation with us.

Wishing you smooth flying, Kyle

http://www.legis.nd.gov
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Rodney Schaaf to be inducted into 
NORTH DAKOTA’S AVIATION HALL OF FAME

 B. Schaaf was born July 20, 1950 in Hettinger, ND. After 
graduating from Bowman High School in 1968, Rodney attended 
North Dakota State University and joined the Reserve Officer 
Training Corps. Following his graduation in 1972, Rodney joined 
the U.S. Air Force and was assigned to pilot training. There he 
was named a Distinguished Pilot Graduate, with a top 10 standing 
within the class.

Rodney’s first military assignment sent him to the Grand Forks 
Air Base, as a KC-135 flight crew member. Flying KC-135 missions 
involved completing in-flight refueling and passenger airlift 
operations worldwide, taking him from North Dakota to Alaska, 
Spain, England, Hawaii, Guam, Japan, and Korea. During his 
military service, Rodney achieved the rank of Captain. His missions 
included refueling aircraft returning from the skies over Vietnam 
during the conflict. He also acted in the commander role for 
formation flights of up to six KC-135 tanker aircraft refueling four 
fighters per tanker, moving 30 aircraft to different military bases.

Following his honorable discharge from the Air Force in 1978, 
Rodney was hired as a pilot for Delta Airlines and continued a 
successful career through his retirement in 2004. As a Delta pilot, 
he flew the Boeing 727, 737, 757, 767, and MD82 airliners.

Rodney has been an active member of the North Dakota 
aviation community throughout his life. In 2012, Rodney became 
the fourth pilot to complete the state’s Passport Program, where 
he flew to all 89 public-use airports in North Dakota. Rodney has 
also assisted many others in their completion of this achievement, 
as he believes in the importance of the program and how it 
allows people to interact with the aviation community across 
North Dakota. Rodney also continually advocates for youth 
aviation education and development. Throughout the years, he 
has actively participated in many different aviation related events 
within North Dakota, as well as EAA AirVenture Oshkosh and SUN 
‘n FUN Aerospace Expo. 

Rodney was also appointed to serve on the Bowman County 
Airport Authority in 2007 and he acted as the chairman of the 
board for over a decade. In this role, he was the primary liaison 
between the Bowman Airport and the county, state, and federal 
agencies. Through his involvement at the airport, he also helped 
to coordinate and assist with activities at the airport that included 
hail suppression, crop-dusting, and medical flights. Rodney also 

goes out of his way to help 
incoming aviators with obtaining 
fuel, ground transportation, and 
to provide information about the 
local area. He has even been known to offer his hangar space to 
visiting pilots and their aircraft, when severe weather occurs.

As the chairman of the airport authority, Rodney was 
instrumental in the planning, design, and construction of the new 
Bowman Regional Airport, which opened to the public in 2015. 
He volunteered countless hours consulting with contractors, 
engineers, and state/federal agencies, to ensure that the new 
airport would be a state-of-the-art facility for Bowman and its 
neighboring communities.

Rodney has also been involved in efforts that would improve 
all of North Dakota’s airports. He has been involved in statewide 
initiatives with the Airport Association of North Dakota and he 
has provided testimony before state legislative committees to 
help promote airport funding initiatives for construction and 
maintenance projects, representing the “Little Guy” general 
aviation airports. 

Additionally, he has advocated for aviation efforts across North 
Dakota and has been especially proactive with the Powder 
River MOA. He has worked with Air Force and Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) staff members in addition to state personnel 
in North Dakota, South Dakota, and Montana to advocate for 
and improve the experience for General Aviation. His tireless 
efforts have been effective to enhance radar coverage, radio 
communications, instrument approach procedures, and other 
considerations that enhance safety for aviators.

In addition to his dedication to promoting aviation across North 
Dakota, Rodney has also been

an active citizen and community volunteer. He has helped as 
a Cub Scout leader and has taken numerous young aviators on 
introductory flights to promote general aviation. Rodney has also 
served as a Talbot Township Supervisor and Bowman County 
Zoning Officer.

Rodney’s leadership and support throughout his lifetime has led 
to significant developments and growth in aviation for the state of 
North Dakota. The aviation hall of fame committee thanks Rodney 
for his service and is looking forward to his induction this Spring.

The North Dakota Aviation Hall of Fame committee announces that Rodney Schaaf has been 
selected for induction into the state’s Aviation Hall of Fame. Rodney will join the prestigious 
aviation hall of fame group that currently includes 47 other individuals who have all had a 
significant impact on the growth, development, and promotion of aviation in North Dakota. For 
more information on the North Dakota Aviation Hall of Fame, visit fly-nd.com/Hall-of-fame.

The induction ceremony will take place in Bismarck, at the annual Fly-ND Conference on Tuesday, March 7, 2023, at 
the Bismarck Hotel and Conference Center. The social will begin at 6 p.m. and the banquet begins at 7 p.m. To learn more 
about the state’s aviation conference or to purchase tickets for the awards ceremony, visit fly-nd.com/events/Conference. 
Questions can be directed to the North Dakota Aeronautics Commission at 701-328-9650.

5FLY-ND.com •  Quarterly

http://www.fly-nd.com/Hall-of-fame
https://www.fly-nd.com/events/Conference
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Mike McHugh, Aviation Education Coordinator 
North Dakota Aeronautics Commission
701-328-9650 | mmchugh@nd.gov

Have you had a chance to start your journey collecting 
stamps for the North Dakota Passport Program? If you 
enjoy flying, or more important, landing, then the Passport 
Program has just what you are looking for. After getting 
a program book, start collecting stamps at all 89 airports 
around the state and earn some prizes in the process. 
Always check NOTAMS and make a safety determination 
based on your skill, the aircraft you are flying, the current 
weather, and any other considerations you have prior to 
flight. If you arrive at an airport but are unable to land as 
a result of the weather, current field conditions or other 
reasons, you may request a sticker from our office to include 
in your book. If you have completed the Passport Program, 
you may be interested in learning that there are a number of 
other states with similar programs. Each has their own rules, 
but most are similar to North Dakota. 

We have a couple of changes coming to the Passport 
Program that you should be aware of, if you have not yet 
completed the program. First, a change already implemented 
this year is the number of required airports. Some of our 
airport environments can be extra challenging. This may be 
because of obstacles, rough terrain, etc. We have changed 

North Dakota Passport Program Update

Asphalt Systems Inc. 
Bismarck Aero Center

Corporate Air
Fargo Jet Center

HDR Engineering, Inc.
Helms & Associates

Interstate Engineering
KLJ Engineering 
MDU Resources

Mead & Hunt
Midland Door

Minot Aero Center
ND Aeronautics Commission
Northstar Aviation Insurance

SEH
TKDA 

University of North Dakota 

Thank You to the NDAA Allied Members

Want to enjoy all the benefits of being a NDAA Allied Member too? Join today at www.fly-nd.com!

Tailwheel Endorsements | Seaplane Ratings 

the requirement to land at nine of the airports in North 
Dakota. The following airports are now considered optional 
for completion of the passport program: 

• Gackle
• Larimore 
• Lidgerwood 
• McClusky 
• Minto 
• Page 
• Plaza 
• Richardton 
• St. Thomas 
Pilots completing the Passport Program will not need to 

contact our office for a sticker, if you choose to or are unable 
to land at these airports. 

An additional change that is in the works for the Passport 
Program is the addition of digital check-ins. This opportunity 
will eliminate the need to carry a physical book and receive 
physical stamps. Though we are not ready to go live with 
the digital program, it should be ready to go by this spring 
or summer. Watch our social media for more information. 
The digital Passport data will be collected through the 
AOPA app. Currently, functionality exists to check in at 
airports but these check-ins do NOT count toward the North 
Dakota Passport Program. Only check ins after the “go live” 
date will be eligible. Pilots will have the opportunity to use 
either method of collecting stamps and will have the ability 
to combine digital check ins with your physical book for 
Passport awards. 

If you have any questions about the Passport Program, do 
not hesitate to reach out to the NOrth Dakota Aeronautics 
Commission office. I look forward to seeing many of you at 
the Passport awards Sunday, March 5, 2023, at the Fly-ND 
Conference in Bismarck, ND!
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AIRLOAN.COM
(218) 456-2231

Offering Aircraft Maintenance, 
Avionics and Flight Instruction

Mandanaero.com
701.663.9925

If you would like to donate to these aviation scholarships, click on the Donate button at www.fly-nd.com/page-18266.

A non-endowed scholarship fund that provide one-time 
scholarships for North Dakota students needs your help!  

We are SO CLOSE Can you help us out? 

 
You can indicate what specific area you would like your gift 
to go towards:

• Professional Pilot • Aviation Maintenance

• Aviation Engineering • Unmanned Aircraft Systems

• Airport Management • Atmospheric Science

• Air Traffic Control • Space Studies

Donate today!

The Jim Lawler Memorial Scholarship 
Fund Total Contributions: $21,355.51

The Pilot Legacy Scholarship Fund 
Total Contributions: $30,700.46

Non-Endowment Fund Endowment Fund

North Dakota Aviation Association Scholarships

A permanently endowed fund that will provide scholarships 
for North Dakota aviation students.

Help us 
grow aviation in 
North Dakota!

Scholarship Funds Needed       Current
$40,000

$30,000

$25,000

$20,000

$15,000

$10,000

$5,000

$0
Jim Lawler Memorial Pilot Legacy Others
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Q: What is your hometown? 
I am California-born, but have lived in North Dakota from 

1990 to 2002 and from 2021 to present, both in Bismarck 
and Fargo.

Q: What was your job title? What did your 
work include? 

At the time we moved to North Dakota, I was a Commander 
in the Navy and was flying as a Bombardier-Navigator in the 
Grumman A-6 Intruder with a West 
Coast Navy Reserve squadron. I later 
served with two Joint USCG-USN units 
and then was a lecturer and instructor 
training various Navy Battle Group 
staff. I finally commanded a small 
unit based out of the Minneapolis 
International Airport.

Q: What inspired you to join 
the military? 

I grew up next to the original home 
of US Naval Aviation, Naval Air Station 
North Island, Coronado, CA. Naval 
Aviation and the Navy was all around 
me. With the Vietnam War still going 
on and a possibility of being drafted 
after college graduation, I found 
out about opportunities to enlist in 
the Navy and then apply for officer 
training. That seemed like a great idea! 

Q: How many years of service did you have? 
I served for 31 years and six months, including an initial 18 

months as an enlisted sailor and officer candidate at the end 
of the Vietnam War, from 1972 to 1973.

Q: What was the most rewarding part of your 
time in the military? 

The people, the places, the challenges and the chance to 
fly in Navy aircraft world-wide.

Q: Are you involved in the North Dakota 
aviation community outside of the military? 

Not too long after moving to Bismarck, I immediately 
began renting General Aviation (GA) aircraft; I attended my 
first Upper Midwest Aviation Symposium (UMAS), joined the 

former North Dakota Pilots Association (NDPA), and became 
involved in the North Dakota Aviation Council (NDAC). I 
helped with UMAS, NDPA annual presentations, and then 
became the Editor-in-Chief of the Quarterly. In the meantime, 
I flew and owned a couple of planes out of KBIS. I’m now 
based out of KFAR and still active in GA activities.

Q: What advice do you have for anyone 
interested in military aviation? 

You will never, ever have an 
opportunity like the one presented 
to you by applying for and being 
selected for military flight training. You 
will be presented unique challenges, 
unparalleled training, given the 
chance to fly in some of the world’s 
most advanced and unique aircraft 
and make friendships that will last a 
lifetime. As you do this, you will gain 
life skills and self-discipline that will 
serve you a lifetime, no matter what 
you end up doing with the rest of 
your life. And, should you succeed, 
you will join an incredibly small and 
unique cadre of peers with whom you 
will share a fantastic set of world-
wide adventures and experiences, no 
matter how long you serve.

North Dakota Military Aviator Spotlight
Military aviation is an important part of our state’s aviation community. In this spotlight, we highlight some of our 

local military aviators, who represent North Dakota around the world, and share their stories with you. We thank 
them for their dedicated service to our country and community. Our spotlight this issue features Andy “Comma” 
Niemyer, a retired Captain in the U.S. Navy.
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Want to recognize your 
favorite mechanic?

Did you know that every year 
the North Dakota Professional 
Aviation Mechanic’s Association 
(NDPAMA) recognizes a 
mechanic for their contribution to 
aviation safety and for their high 
level of professionalism in the 
performance of their duties as an 
aviation mechanic?

If you would like to nominate your favorite mechanic, this 
would be an excellent way to say thank you for their service 
and to help them get recognized for their achievements. 
In order to be eligible to receive the award, the mechanic 
must hold an FAA Airframe and/or Powerplant rating, or a 
Repairman’s Certificate, and must be employed in the field 
of aviation maintenance in the state of North Dakota. The 
recipient will receive a plaque, as well as a monetary award.

In order to submit a nomination, please request a 
nomination form by sending an email to nodakpama@gmail.
com. Once you have the form completed, email it back or 
bring it to the Fly-ND Conference in Bismarck and give it 
to the NDPAMA president, Erik Peterson, by 3:00 PM on 
Monday, March 6, 2023.

LOCAL PILOTS | LOCAL LENDING

AIRLOAN.COM   218-456-2231

Planning

Mead & Hunt | Aviation . EXPERIENCE EXCEPTIONAL

Plan Today. 
Grow Tomorrow.

ai167284221030_Fly North Dakota Ad--Planning (January '23).pdf   1   1/4/2023   8:23:30 AM
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Generally, our weather decisions are based on experience, 
book knowledge, and a willingness to reduce whatever risk 
we find in the process. I believe all of us do what we can to 
stay legal; where we fall short in the process is recognizing 
the potential outcome, based on the weather data we find. 
Current and forecast weather conditions are just the first 
step towards your Go or No-Go decision. Enroute weather or 
what you see out the window affects our immediate decision 
making, but did we plan for unforecast conditions? Knowing 
your personal weather minimums and pre-planning is where 
risk levels change, for better or for worse.

Setting personal weather thresholds is all about taking 
an honest examination of your experience level and setting 
boundaries on what your skill and experience affords you 
to safely operate. The key to effective thresholds is being 
honest with yourself, identifying what makes you uneasy, 
scares you, or maybe what weather you have just never had 
to consider. 

Let’s take a look at a short inventory of weather related 
questions that you may need to consider for your day-to-day 
flying:

Crosswinds (Of course, this IS North Dakota):
Keeping in mind that the Maximum Demonstrated X-Wind 

component of your aircraft is NOT a limitation. A combination 

of aircraft aerodynamics and your ability to manage control 
are the limitations! Consider the following:

• When was the last time you operated in significant 
crosswinds? 

• How many crosswind landings have you accomplished 
in the last month, three months, or year?

• How confident were you when operating in those 
conditions? 

• Did you walk away from the airplane thinking, “That was 
a bit scary?”

Ceiling/Visibility:
• Are you comfortable flying above small temperature 

and dew point spreads at night? 
• How marginal of a ceiling is too marginal? (i.e. “The 

last time I flew with a 1500’ ceiling it was stressful”, or 
“I became so distracted trying to read what the clouds 
were telling me that I lost situational awareness.”)

• How marginal IS marginal visibility to you? (i.e. Light 
snow with 6SM visibility or you want nothing falling from 
the sky?)

Icing (Assuming the aircraft is rated for icing conditions):
• How much icing is too much for you or the aircraft (i.e. 

light rime or moderate clear etc?)
• What icing types would you rather not deal with? Can 

you anticipate weather patterns that favor those types?
• When was the last time you flew in icing conditions?
• It’s been years since you encountered ice during 

a flight, AIRMETs along your route are forecasting 
moderate icing, no PIREPS are available. Are you going 
to alter your route or fly through the AIRMET?

• Are you comfortable flying across a warm front in 
winter?

The answers to these questions can be discussed with 
your local Certified Flight Instructor (CFI) or maybe it’s time 
to get back into the books and refresh your knowledge 
on these topics. Either way, considerations must be given 
before you go flying.

Beyond the items listed above you may consider using a 
Flight Risk Analysis Tool (FRAT.) These tools are available 
through most industry providers and my favorite website: 
www.faasafety.gov.

WINGS Proficiency Program needs you - Join today! www.
faasafety.gov. Safety is a motivated action which requires 
attention, skill, and refreshment throughout time.

Staying Within Your 
Weather Thresholds

Fly Safe! Jay M. Flowers, Safety 
Educator, Airline Transport Pilot, 

CFI, Fellow Aviator

JIM CHRISTIANSON
  broker ∙ pilot 

  701.220.4888
  414 E. Main Ave

  Bismarck, ND 58501

email: gojc@qwestoffice.net
website: nwrealtynow.com

http://www.faasafety.gov
http://www.faasafety.gov
http://www.faasafety.gov
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Students in the Aviation Technology program at Minot 
High School have a leg up on others who are interested in 
aviation careers.

“It’s all for free,” said Meric Murphy, the instructor, as 
his students practiced air traffic control procedures last 
Wednesday in their classroom at Magic City Campus. “This 
would cost $150 to $200 an hour if they were doing it on the 
outside.” 

Each computer has its own call sign, like Lima or Foxtrot, 
and students were practicing the procedures needed to 
safely direct an aircraft off the runway and into the air.

“They don’t have to memorize it because they use it so 
much during the year,” said Murphy.

Student Branson Keeley, whose dad is in the Air Force, 
said he is interested in an aviation career and going into the 
Air Force.

Student Noah Miller, who is also in Minot High’s ROTC 
program, said hopes to earn an ROTC scholarship and enroll 
in the aviation program at the University of North Dakota in 
Grand Forks.

Murphy said the software program, which is less 
sophisticated than more expensive equipment, still enables 
the students to practice about 90% of what they could in 
a more realistic simulator. Those who take two years of 
aviation technology at Magic City Campus will log hundreds 
of hours of instruction that will enable them to accelerate 
through their pilot training and obtain certification more 

quickly and sometimes at less expense. They also will fly 
simulations in which multiple instruments on an aircraft 
are inoperable and in hazardous conditions and do it 
successfully.

“You earn your keep about once a year being a pilot,” said 
Murphy.

Murphy, a former air traffic controller at Minot Air Force 
Base, tells his students that if they apply themselves to their 
education, they will go far in the field.

He said high schools in many of the larger districts in the 
state have similar programs funded in part through grants as 
there was a concern about the shortage of pilots.

Murphy said there is a shortage of people going into 
all fields of aviation right now, so students in his aviation 
technology classes will be highly employable as air traffic 
controllers, pilots, in aircraft maintenance, or airport 
operations. Many of his students have gone on to aviation 
careers.

“It’s unlimited right now,” said Murphy.
Reprinted with permission from The Minot Daily News.

Aviation Careers 
Promise Good Future

Photo by Andrea Johnson/
MDN Branson Keeley, a 
student in the aviation 
technology class at Minot 
High School-Magic City 
Campus, works in class 
on Nov. 23.
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Priority No. 1 for the 
2023 North Dakota 
Legislative Session

The 2023 North Dakota Legislative Session began on 
Tuesday, January 3, 2023 This is an opportunity for us to 
engage with our legislators for the betterment of aviation 
and airports in our state. We have experienced great 
success in recent sessions, because we have worked 
together and made compelling cases to support our 
initiatives. I would like to brief you on our No. 1 priority for 
the 2023 Session: to improve the Operation Prairie Dog 
Infrastructure Funding Program.

During the 2019 Legislative Session, the North Dakota 
legislature passed Operation Prairie Dog to support 
infrastructure development throughout the state. This 2019 
appropriations bill included allocations of Municipal/County 
& Township Infrastructure Funds for the non-oil producing 
areas of the state, and $20 million for a new Airport 
Infrastructure Fund. These infrastructure funds were placed 
at the bottom of a series of buckets that are filled by streams 
from both the Oil & Gas Production Tax and Extraction 

Tax. However, a $400 million bucket for the Strategic 
Investments and Improvements Fund (SIIF) was placed in 
front of the infrastructure funds. This $400 million bucket 
was never proposed as part of the original Prairie Dog 
program. It was placed in front of the other infrastructure 
funds coming out of the joint Senate and House Conference 
Committee in 2019. In that sense, it was a surprise to many 
policymakers, including sponsors of the original Prairie 
Dog bill. Due to a substantial downturn in oil prices and 
production, largely because of a drop in energy demands as 
a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the infrastructure funds 
failed to fill during the 2019-2021 biennium.

During the 2021 Legislative Session, Prairie Dog 
remained intact. At the end of the 2021 Legislative Session, 
it was forecasted that the infrastructure funds would not 
fill during the 2021-2023 biennium. This meant cities, 
counties, townships, and airports were unable to rely 
on this funding source, as they planned and prepared 

By Ryan Riesinger
President, Airport Association of 

North Dakota
Executive Director, Grand Forks 

Regional Airport Authority
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for projects within 
the current biennium. 
Reliable state and 
local funding for 
transportation projects 
is critical in order for 
state and local leaders 
to plan ahead, create 
shovel ready projects, 
and to maximize 
federal grant funding. 
It is also important to 
ensure that high priority 
projects can move 
forward as efficiently as 
possible throughout the 
planning, environmental, 
design, bidding, and 
construction stages. 

The $400 million 
SIIF Fund started to fill 
in May 2022. Without 
that fund, the other 
infrastructure funds would have started to fill in May 
2022 and would have all been filled before the end of 

summer 2022. The $400 million SIIF Fund is simply cash 
accumulated by the state. It is not programmed for any 
use, until the next legislative session determines how to 
allocate it. In the meantime, the infrastructure planning for 
cities, counties, townships, and airports waits for another 
season to begin projects – exposing them to inflation risks 
and delaying important infrastructure planning and projects 
throughout the state. The executive budget forecasts 
that the SIIF Fund will be over $1 billion by the end of the 
current biennium.

Our request is to eliminate the $400 million SIIF Fund 
allocation placed ahead of the infrastructure funds and let 
it fill at the end of the stream, as originally contemplated 
in the Operation Prairie Dog bill. The Airport Association 
of North Dakota, North Dakota League of Cities, and 
North Dakota Association of Counties are supportive of 
this change. This is a great example of how we can work 
together to implement change and make an improvement 
for our state and aviation system. Please help us support 
this priority by reaching out to your legislators and 
discussing this proposed change in the Operation Prairie 
Dog Infrastructure Funding Program.

We are also excited for the upcoming FLY-ND Conference 
to be held March 5-7, 2023, in Bismarck, ND. Please mark 
your calendars and plan to attend. This will be another 
great opportunity to meet with legislators and tell our story 
about how to improve our aviation system for the future.

Keep ‘em flying!
1021 7th St. N.E.  - West Fargo, ND 58078 // 701.277.8836 // www.MidlandDoorSolutions.com

SOLUTIONS

From concept and quality design to 

full-service installation and follow-up 

support, we’ll partner with you for the 

best bi-fold and hydraulic doors to 

meet your needs. We offer customized 

solutions for new and existing buildings 

and unmatched customer service, 

so you’ll fi nd the door is always open.
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Major General Steven Nordhaus, director, Air National 
Guard Readiness Center, renders remarks as the keynote 
speaker of the award presentation, Fargo, Dec. 9, 2022.

The Happy Hooligans’ 178th Attack Squadron 
celebrated receiving the 2021 Mitchell Institute for 
Aerospace Studies’ General Atomics Remotely Piloted 
Aircraft (RPA) Squadron of the Year Trophy Dec. 9, 2022 
at the Fargo Air Museum, Fargo, N.D. (National Guard 
story and photos by Senior Master Sgt. Michael Knodle, 
119th Wing Public Affairs)

The 178th is the first National Guard unit to earn this 
award, presented annually for outstanding performance 
by RPA squadrons in achieving intelligence, surveillance, 
persistent attack, and reconnaissance over the 
preceding year.

Hooligans 
Celebrate 
RPA Award

Article reprinted with permission from the North Dakota National Guard. 
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Please join us in welcoming Grant Erwin
to the North Dakota Aeronautics Commission team!

I am excited to be 
joining the North Dakota 
Aeronautics Commission 
(NDAC) team as their new 
airport planner for Western 
North Dakota! I grew up 
in Pierre, SD, where I 
graduated from T.F. Riggs 
High School in 2015. I 
attended the University 

of North Dakota (UND), graduating in August of 2020 with 
a B.B.A. majoring in Aviation Management. I also have my 
Commercial Pilot’s License ASEL/AMEL, and have two years 
of experience as a line technician before finding my new 
home with the NDAC.

My love for aviation was very prominent early in my life. 
I would beg for any toy, or Lego set, that had anything to 
do with planes. When we first moved to Pierre in 2007, my 
favorite part of our new house was the amazing view of the 
airport from our living room window. I first got a taste of flying 
on my 14th birthday, when my mom organized for a family 
friend to take me up on a scenic flight in a Cessna 172. I 
was absolutely terrified, but by the time we got back on the 

ground I was forever hooked. Thus began my addiction, and 
I knew I wanted to pursue aviation as a career. My next step 
was UND, where I had an amazing college experience from 
2015-2020. Some of my favorite memories were made at 
UND: joining the hockey team in Tampa Bay and watching 
them become national champions in 2016; flying next to 
thunderstorms for my summer internship with Weather Mod; 
and the best, of course, was meeting my future wife, Michaela, 
on our first day of band camp during freshman year.

When I’m not working or flying, I have plenty of hobbies to 
keep myself busy. Music is another passion of mine; I can’t 
have a road trip without losing my voice from screaming in 
the car. I love to stay active with my wife, rollerblading and 
swimming in the summer, and pretending we know how to 
play hockey in the winter. I’m also quite a gamer as well, 
including Xbox, PlayStation, and my own PC which I built 
myself a few years ago.

I am extremely thankful for the NDAC team for giving 
me this wonderful opportunity. I am ready to get to know 
aviation from a whole new perspective, and I cannot wait 
to help our airports and aviation industry grow across our 
beautiful state of North Dakota!

Blue skies and buttery landings, Grant Erwin

Call Mike Hoekstra today!
www.automassagellc.com
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Congress Moves to Eliminate FAA Loda Requirement 
 

Hillsboro Regional Airport 3H4

www.flyhillsboro.org

Simulator

A national defense authorization bill passed by the U.S. 
House December 8 on a 350-80 vote includes language 
reflecting the advocacy work of AOPA that 
will eliminate an FAA policy change made 
in 2021 that requires pilots—and their flight 
instructors—to obtain a letter of deviation 
authority (LODA) to give or receive flight 
training in experimental aircraft.

Disregarding decades of precedent, the 
FAA changed its tune on flight training and 
in July 2021 issued a directive requiring 
certain aircraft owners and flight instructors 
providing flight training in experimental 
aircraft to obtain a LODA in order to 
conduct flight training.

The new policy and its requirements 
drew backlash and confusion from AOPA and other aviation 
associations who argued that the directive was nothing 
more than a paperwork exercise that did nothing to enhance 
safety—and in fact achieved quite the opposite. Following its 
release, nearly 40,000 pilots were grounded overnight. Even 
the FAA Administrator at that time, Steve Dickson, called the 
LODA a “four-letter word.”

AOPA championed an effort to reverse the FAA directive. 
With the strong support from Reps. Sam Graves (R-Mo.), 

Rick Larsen (D-Wash.), and Kai Kahele 
(D-Hawaii) and Senators Jim Inhofe 
(R-Okla.) and Roger Wicker (R-Miss.), 
a provision to eliminate the LODA 
requirement was included in the final 
defense authorization bill.

“The FAA legal office has turned the 
definition of flight training upside down and 
this provision is only the first step in getting 
us back to where we were and where 
we need to be. Flight training is a safety 
issue and we don’t need anything that 
impacts that in a negative way,” said AOPA 
President Mark Baker. “AOPA appreciates 

the bipartisan effort of members of Congress and our allies 
in the GA community for addressing this issue. We will 
continue to work with our friends in Congress to take the 
next step and codify the definition of flight training that has 
been used for more than 60 years.”

The bill is expected to pass the Senate soon and arrive on 
the president’s desk for signature.

“... and this 
provision is 

only the first 
step in getting 

us back to 
where we were 
and where we 
need to be...”

https://link.mediaoutreach.meltwater.com/ls/click?upn=yqUHdFpu7jGqYpvsd9lnA-2FUR7QvEzSdN38u2YC6Q5MTK9KtGknlPeU9t8lXlmzw5DVykjRi2LFc-2B8GN2tXfaoCgAYHyEkItOLgFhCNFLgKYZNV9-2Bjiro7NPKrJtZWE-2BRsWAQctQGSL-2FS5HSvJtNsCA-3D-3DMvhS_6mmY8xtbZPF7gbIudp02WGLfWI3UMQseSnWT-2F2nBeIct0rDv1rqGwtNjs452F5SiSzENe-2FE07jycHpc4EJaN06y7PaUNHRufLULf-2FStqFSoQPzwstcq23Q8O4Wi-2FkMxCTRI9Jt5szsYi-2FxtlWo-2B1JPn3APYK2EDOb4aOTcV4Q5hFG0UJ9kpUxjI46dV7y80hBgaB8Wf8lQMNHbLTIU68Fe4HuKsUao2hkBGRkhWdzNRn9u5kHWXkcUJ7WZjv2rTp8fUEYuBLQBfEfnLzGEQn0UYlbE26mmjw0vSBMZf6EfSqjTRQ3zmd5Icug94SxnyLz57wqneeTKhqbphjzlrjU-2Bqy339HjdRyN3ZLyLINePBT36TTeCFs035cBaglKv3t
https://link.mediaoutreach.meltwater.com/ls/click?upn=yqUHdFpu7jGqYpvsd9lnA-2FUR7QvEzSdN38u2YC6Q5MTK9KtGknlPeU9t8lXlmzw5DVykjRi2LFc-2B8GN2tXfaoCgAYHyEkItOLgFhCNFLgKYZNV9-2Bjiro7NPKrJtZWE-2BRsWAQctQGSL-2FS5HSvJtNsCA-3D-3DMvhS_6mmY8xtbZPF7gbIudp02WGLfWI3UMQseSnWT-2F2nBeIct0rDv1rqGwtNjs452F5SiSzENe-2FE07jycHpc4EJaN06y7PaUNHRufLULf-2FStqFSoQPzwstcq23Q8O4Wi-2FkMxCTRI9Jt5szsYi-2FxtlWo-2B1JPn3APYK2EDOb4aOTcV4Q5hFG0UJ9kpUxjI46dV7y80hBgaB8Wf8lQMNHbLTIU68Fe4HuKsUao2hkBGRkhWdzNRn9u5kHWXkcUJ7WZjv2rTp8fUEYuBLQBfEfnLzGEQn0UYlbE26mmjw0vSBMZf6EfSqjTRQ3zmd5Icug94SxnyLz57wqneeTKhqbphjzlrjU-2Bqy339HjdRyN3ZLyLINePBT36TTeCFs035cBaglKv3t
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In early November, the Dickinson Airport opened their new Primary Runway 14/32, after a long reconstruction and expansion 
project. The project shifted and expanded the runway from a length of 6400 ft. to 7300 ft. It also included the construction 
of a full-length parallel taxiway, which operated as a temporary runway for two years while the main runway was under 
construction. Also included in this project was the installation of a new Instrument Landing System (ILS.) The overall project 
took four years to complete and the airport was fully operational throughout the construction period. Completion of this project 
ensures that current and future commercial aircraft will have a runway that meets all current Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) requirements for safety areas. The new runway also has an increased weight bearing capacity, allowing larger aircraft to 
operate without waivers. Congratulations, Dickinson!

The Dickinson Airport Opens New Runway

   www.minotaerocenter.com  

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE 

• Authorized Mooney
Service Center

• Altimeter/static &
transponder testing

• Annual/100 hr inspections
• Piston/turbine engine

repairs & overhauls
• Propeller balancing
• Repairs & alterations
• Routine maintenance
• 24 hr on call maintenance

Contact Us: 
2216 N. Broadway - Minot 

Call: 701-852-4092 

FLIGHT DEPARTMENT 
• Flight Instruction
• Multi-Engine 

Instruction
• Aerobatic Training
• Aircraft Rentals
• Pilot Services

TESTING CENTER 

• FAA Regulated Testing 
(Written Knowledge Tests)

• Designated Pilot Examiner 
(Onsite for local check rides)

AEROBATIC 
TRAINING 

Find us on social media: 

MULTI-ENGINE INSTRUCTION 

AIRCRAFT RENTALS 
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The Sky Is No Limit
From the Klosterman family come true tales of the air, starring UND-trained 

pilots who received the Annette Klosterman Memorial Scholarship

Since 
2008, my 
wife Jan, 
our son, 
Peter, and 
I have 
sponsored a 
scholarship 
within the 
Odegard 
School of 
Aerospace 

Sciences at UND, in loving memory of our daughter, Annette. 
The scholarship specifically is designated for a woman 
majoring in Commercial Aviation who demonstrates the same 
passion and work ethic that Annette did during her four years 
enrolled at UND.

Annette graduated Magna Cum Laude in May 2007 with 
a degree in Commercial Aviation and a minor in Economics. 
As with many Commercial Aviation graduates, she stayed 
on at UND following graduation as a full-time flight instructor 
to build up her flight time. This is a normal post-graduation 
activity because, as readers may know, pilots seeking 
employment with a regional airline must accumulate at least 
1,000 hours of flight experience before they can be hired.

But it was only five months after her graduation in 2007 
that Annette and her student were killed when their Piper 
Seminole aircraft collided with a flock of geese over central 
Minnesota on a night flight returning to Grand Forks. As any 
parent can imagine, it was a devastating blow, and our world 
was turned upside down overnight!

However, due to Annette’s incredibly positive experience 
at UND, we felt compelled to honor her by establishing an 
endowment to help other women pursuing the same passion 
of flight.

Since 2008, we personally have met all 17 scholarship 
recipients (some years have had more than one recipient) and 
maintain regular contact with most of them. Jan and I refer to 
them as our “adopted flight daughters,” and it has been an 
absolute joy to see these women excel in an industry long 
dominated by men.

The majority of the women have found their way into the 
commercial airline business, becoming first officers and then 
captains for both regional and major airlines. Others are flying 
cargo jets, a bush plane on floats in Alaska and an F-16 fighter 
in the U.S. Air Force. There’s also an FAA inspector in the mix, 
as well as another who designs satellites at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology.

We are so proud of them all! And to give UND Today 
readers a sense of their amazing stories, what follows are 
updates that we received recently from just two of the 
scholarship recipients who graduated several years apart.

Christine Benson, a UND 
graduate and pilot for JetBlue, 
stands with her mother, 
Pamela, a JetBlue captain with 
more than 40 years of flying 
experience. Christine was the 
2018 recipient of the Annette L. 
Klosterman Memorial Aviation 
Scholarship. Photo courtesy 
of Christine Benson and the 
Klosterman family.

Like mother, like daughter
Christine Benson, who hails from Pennsylvania, was our 

scholarship recipient from 2018 and graduated from UND with 
a Commercial Aviation degree in December 2019. Christine 
was well-acquainted with the airline industry from a very early 
age, having grown up in a home where both of her parents 
were commercial pilots.

Her father retired three years ago after a career with 
American Airlines, and her mother is currently a captain with 
JetBlue Airlines with 40 years of flying experience under her 
belt.

After graduating from UND, Christine stayed on as a flight 
instructor to build the necessary hours of flight experience. 
By the way, students at most flight schools must accumulate 
a minimum of 1,500 hours of flight experience before they 
can be hired by a commercial airline. But flight training at 
UND is so in-depth and rigorous that in accordance with FAA 
regulations, airlines can accept UND-trained pilots who have a 
minimum of 1,000 hours of flight experience.

You see, training at UND goes far beyond just learning how 
to take off and land safely. Mandated courses include not 
only flight training (in both single and multi-engine aircraft) 
but also Aviation Safety, Flight Physiology, Aerospace Law, 
International and Long-Range Navigation, Gas Turbine 
Engines, Aerodynamics, Aircraft Systems, Meteorology, Air 
Traffic Control and other subjects that I undoubtedly forgot.

Christine was hired by Republic Airways in mid-2021 and 
began flying an Embraer 175, a regional jet that typically seats 
up to 80 passengers. More recently, Christine made the jump 
to JetBlue, the nation’s fifth-largest airline.

At JetBlue, she was able to immediately take the yoke of the 
Embraer 195, a larger version of the 175, which typically seats 
up to 105 passengers and carries a price tag of $50 million to 
$60 million. I wonder if she has a license plate frame on the 
back of her car that says, “My Other Car is a Jet.”

So awesome for a young lady who graduated from college 
just three years ago! The professionalism of the training at 
UND produces pilots who are as well-equipped as any to 
enter the cockpit.

Above is a photo that Christine recently shared with us. It 
shows Christine with her mother, Pam, a senior captain in her 

By Jim Klosterman

UND graduate and Delta pilot Rose Kirby sits in 
the cockpit of an Airbus 350, just before taking off 
for a nonstop flight from Detroit to Seoul, South 
Korea. Kirby was the 2011 recipient of the Annette 
L. Klosterman Memorial Aviation Scholarship. Photo 
courtesy of Rose Kirby and the Klosterman family.
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own right (as I mentioned) with JetBlue.
Understandably, it’s Christine’s dream to fly together with 

her mother in the cockpit. But in fact — although Christine 
may not fully understand this, not being a parent herself — it’s 
probably even a bigger dream for her parents!

Christine will need to fly the Embraer for at least one more 
year before she can apply to be trained on the Airbus and be 
eligible to fly with her mother. That would be a first for any of 
our 17 scholarship recipients, and we look forward to it.

Rose Kirby, a UND 
graduate who’s now a 
pilot for Delta Airlines, 
stands beneath an 
Airbus A320/321 during 
a pre-flight check. Kirby 
was the 2011 recipient of 
the Annette Klosterman 
Memorial Scholarship 
at UND. Photo courtesy 
of Rose Kirby and the 
Klosterman family.

Smooth skies over the Pacific
Forgive me for sounding like a broken record, but I must 

repeat that the scholarship recipients’ success after graduating 
from UND has been phenomenal. Here’s another example: 
Earlier this year, we received an update from Rose Kirby, our 
daughter’s scholarship recipient from 2011 (gosh, where has 
the time gone?).

Rose has been an absolute joy over the years to keep 
in contact with, as we have followed her career after she 
received her world-class education in Commercial Aviation 
from UND.

After graduating from UND and not being a fan of the 
infamous North Dakota winters, Rose relocated to Phoenix to 
continue flight instruction to build flight hours. After gaining 
this experience over two years, she got her first commercial 
job, which saw her flying sightseeing passengers over the 
Grand Canyon and other tourist attractions in the Southwest.

Then, Rose applied for her first regional airline job and was 
hired by GoJet in 2015. As a GoJet pilot, she flew around the 
country in a Canadair Regional Jet, which — depending on the 
model — seats 60 to 90 passengers.

After a few years with GoJet, Rose was able to move up to 
the major airlines. She was hired by Delta in early 2017. You 
may have flown with her in the cockpit recently, as Rose has 
spent the past five years flying an Airbus 320, a $100 million 
aircraft that typically has a passenger capacity of about 160.

But Rose is hoping to fly internationally, and the A320 was 
not designed with the needed range to cross the oceans. 
So, Rose applied for international flying with Delta; and, she 
recently told us, her application was accepted!

Rose now has completed her training in the Airbus 350. 
Designed with long distances in mind, the aircraft can carry up 
to 400 passengers and fly up to 8,700 nautical miles or about 
10,000 statute (think land) miles on one tank of gas.

This state-of-the-art aircraft just started commercial service 

in the past five or six years and carries a price tag of just more 
than $300 million.

Imagine that: being out of college for only about 10 years 
and being responsible for flying such a machine! I’m trying 
to imagine $300 million, and I’m reduced to putting it in 
household financial terms. So, I’m thinking, if that was a typical 
30-year mortgage with 20% down and an interest rate at 
5.5%, that would equal monthly payments of $1.36 million.

You know, Rose used to send photos of herself standing 
next to her aircraft, and now it is photos of her standing under 
her aircraft. Above is a recent photo of Rose — reprinted with 
her permission — standing beneath an Airbus 320/321 during 
a pre-flight check. This is the aircraft that she’s flown for the 
past five years before moving up to the Airbus 350.

How many other women in the world could be featured in 
such a photo?

The second photo of Rose is the lead photo of this story; it 
shows her in the cockpit of the Airbus 350 before a nonstop 
flight from Detroit to Seoul. Flights this long actually require 
a crew of four pilots with a separate rest area per FAA 
regulations; to me, it looks like the cockpit is almost large 
enough to set a buffet table for transoceanic flights.

This photo montage honoring Annette Klosterman is part of a 
poster that describes her life and legacy, and that hangs on the 
wall outside the Annette Klosterman Aviation Safety and Data 
Analytics Lab at UND. Click on the image for a high-resolution 
image of the full poster. Photo montage by Heather Schuler/UND.

With gratitude and love
To repeat, the success of these UND grads has been made 

possible by the tremendous and professional training they 
received at UND. It has been a true joy for our family to watch 
their success after graduating, and we easily can say that 
sponsoring the scholarship in our daughter’s memory has been 
one of the most gratifying activities we have participated in.

To those who have been gracious enough to contribute to this 
scholarship, please know that your generosity is indeed bringing 
about real-world results! These young ladies repeatedly have 
told us not only how meaningful the financial assistance is to 
them, but also how encouraging it is that people whom they’ve 
never met are willing to make an investment on their behalf. We 
are so proud of them all! Jim, Jan and Peter Klosterman
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It’s Quiet. 
Besides the flexibility to land 

anywhere, anytime, and having the 
means to stop for the day, the best 
part of carrying the camping gear is 
finding a quiet place to rest. If you 
travel by car or shuttle, you end up 
at a fun hotel downtown, with lights, 
streets, and the accompanying 
restaurants. But when you land at a 
remote strip, chances are few people 
know about the destination and there 
isn’t a road commonly used to get to 
it (and food always tastes better when 
you’re camping anyway.) My favorite is 
Ryan Airfield (2MT1) near West Glacier, 
MT. The only noise you’ll hear is maybe another plane, which 
only draws everyone out to gawk and enjoy. 

The People. 
The second reason these places are quiet is also the 

second reason why I love flying and camping: the people. 
Every visit and every campfire has been with truly wonderful 
folks – and of all ages – adventuring and taking it all in. My 
parents, whose ages I won’t disclose, started doing this 
about five years ago (see tip No. 1: get a good air mattress.) 
Perhaps at your typical campground, people come in after 
dark bringing stereos, ATVs, and loud late fun. Aviators are 
not arriving at remote strips after dark and won’t exchange 
late night rowdiness for smooth morning flying.

If I’ve piqued your 
interest, I share some fun 
photos, tips, and benefits. 

Practical Gear Tips:
• Your best investment is 

your air mattress. Find 
a lightweight model 
that is easy to blow 
up. There are some 
that deflate to a size 
smaller than a pop-can, 
and some larger than a 
shoe box. The little 

    ones are insufficient 
for me and the big ones seem a waste of space with 
nothing gained over a quality hiker’s air mattress. 
Look for one that inflates to about 2-3 inches. We had 
double-mattresses and found out the singles work 
best. I like ALPS Mountaineering’s double insulated 
air mattresses. They’re shaped like a U to keep you 
centered and save on weight, as the bag acts as the 
inflation pump.

• You’ve noted I prefer the insulated air mattress. Warmth 
is essential. If it is cool, you can lose a lot of heat to 
the ground; when it is warm, this mattress is still great. 
Similarly, as you’ll eventually find yourself in fun and 
remote destinations by water or mountains, layers are 
essential. I not only have numerous layers (including 
a lightweight rain jacket) for dressing, I also have a 
layered sleeping bag so I can use just the right amount 
of insulation.

• Bring a light, soft, fleece stocking cap. If it is cold at 
night, it really helps you hold your warmth and aid 
sleep. 

• Nothing takes the chill off and starts a perfect day like 
a cup of coffee. One must always choose their luxuries, 
and I wouldn’t blame you for making allowance for a 

Fly & Camp: Wake Up Under Your Wing  By Joshua Simmers

I’ve never considered myself adventurous; like many people 
in aviation, I just want as much as I can get from my limited trips 
around the sun. Like all of us, I have my nuanced interests: I’ve 
always enjoyed sleeping in a tent and as I grew into adulthood, I 
started camping out of my kayak. It was natural to transfer this habit 
into my flying hobby. The compact and lightweight approach to my 
kayaking stuff and my wife’s hiking stuff transferred easily to the 
baggage compartment, making us the most flexible travelers you’ll 
ever meet. This article is intended to show you the fun and ease of 
it with relatively low investment. If you’re already in aviation, I hope 
by the end of this article you wonder why this would sound novel…

Cavanaugh 
Bay is my wife’s 
favorite in all our 
years of flying.

G
race Persico

66S
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small coffee grinder and French press. For those who 
know what good coffee I savor, please ignore the fact 
that I use Starbucks instant single serve powdered 
coffee packets when camping. Either way, a portable 
stove is essential.

• We carry “a kitchen.” It’s a soft sided square bag 
with a zipper lid, holding the aforementioned stove, 
an aluminum pot and pan, a knife, a bottle/wine/can 
opener, reusable plastic plates and bowls to feed six, 
a tiny bottle of soap with a scrubby, and a single dish 
towel. My tin coffee cup works for a libation, as well as 
coffee.

• Toilet paper.
• I fly a low wing aircraft. We prefer folding chairs that sit 

low, so we sit under the shade of the wing. So far, we 
still have space and weight for two of these chairs (sorry 
to the kids – they can sit on a log.).

• In a group our size, where we have two adults and 
children in different phases, we’ve also decided to carry 
multiple lightweight tents, instead of one large enough 
for the family. This offers us great long-term versatility, 
in addition to splitting up the family according to needs 
and bedtimes.

• As far as pillows go, we make the kids deal with their 
little play pillows. They sit with them for comfort and 
napping during flight. I found an inflatable pillow that I 
really like by Nemo. I couldn’t ever find a travel pillow 
that sat right and now I can just inflate this one to my 
preference, although it took me a couple purchases to 
get it right.

• We sprung for an Otterbox cooler. It doubles as a 
backpack and is airtight as well as watertight, so it 
won’t leak in the aircraft. It competes with the infamous 
soft-sided Yeti in all categories, has twice the interior 
capacity, and is the only one in that market made in the 
USA. It perfectly fits the mission.

• I can’t find a solar charger that’s worth its price. But 
I don’t go camping to use electronics. An increasing 
number of remote strips offer power and if I charge my 
phone and iPad in flight, I ration my usage and don’t 
bother with a secondary battery.

• While a fluffy towel and robe are great for hotels, I 
make do with a lightweight hand-towel and hope for 
enough privacy to finish air drying. The more you camp 

lightweight, the better you will note what you can do 
without. As a woman at a fly-in recently broadcasted 
from her shirt: “Tell me what you need and I’ll tell you 
how to get along without it.” The only non-negotiables 
in this hobby are avgas and lift.

• A first aid/survival kit is something I won’t fly without. 
Dr. Justin Reisenauer gave a great presentation on 
this at the gathering formerly known as The Upper 
Midwest Aviation Symposium. Bandages, first aid tape, 
antiseptic, tweezers, salve, sunblock, water tablets, 
Benadryl, Imodium, duct tape, and a signal mirror are a 
start and should always be accessible in or while exiting 
the aircraft.

• My headlamp is great. Also bring a knife and matches, 
ideally water resistant, in a dry container.

• If you have a large aircraft or even just a NAvion without 
kids in the back seat, I recommend the Ooni portable 
pizza oven. I’ll stop discussion on this here rather than 
focusing on food for the entire remainder of the article.

• Find one quality pair of hiking boots and maximize their 
use. Vasque makes an affordable waterproof ultra-
comfy boot that is narrow for pedal control. Quality wool 
socks are underestimated and a great asset. I like to 
couple this with a lightweight pair of sandals to get out 
of my hiking shoes or to the shower. 

• I love my hammock.

Other Practical Tips:
• It doesn’t always work. While I haven’t gotten caught 

in the rain with soaking gear to pack in my baggage 
compartment, it’s only a matter of time. A while ago a 
buddy and I ended up camping behind a tree to avoid 
the lights of the airport facilities. We tired of listening 
to the adjacent highway and opted to fly to a new 
destination the next night only to hear a nearby carnival 
and street dance. Lessons learned: 

–  No. 1: If not at a remote strip, consider proximity to 
highways and railroads

–  No. 2: Sometimes, it just won’t be the best 
experience

–  No. 3: I think sleeping with ear plugs in is no 
problem. Like I always tell my kids, the risk of trying 
something new is that it won’t work. The adventure 
is not knowing!
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Sometimes the 
greatest surprises 
await like the time we 
got to swim in crystal 
clear springs in the 
Nevada Desert.

• The best 
resource 
ever is The 
Recreational 
Aviation 
Foundation. 
Their website is second to none, with information about 
as complete as you can get, and is available to the 
public with the offer for you to donate. They offer a map 
online to help you find the right destinations and rely on 
local, grassroots efforts and strips. Second to that, many 
state airport directories let you know which airports 
allow camping. Check out Minnesota’s directory. Finally, 
you can always snoop and ask.

• Since we are two adults and three kids in a NAvion, 
we look for destinations with water. We have the 
purification tablets to use fresh water, but most 
resources will let you know if there is potable water. 
We can make it a day with water in our useful load but 
basically have chosen to limit our camping to places 
with potable water.

• Bring tea bags. They’re light and take almost no space. 
If you need a warm-up before bed or after a cool spell, 
you can get something delicious, warm, and caffeine 
free. TAZO makes a Glazed Lemon Loaf tea that tastes 
just like its name. How’d they figure out a sugar free 
calorie free dessert that warms me up?

• In the morning, don’t be in a rush. While pilots love 
the morning air, the sunrise at any airport is about my 
favorite thing. Let the dew dry from your tent before 
packing it away, to save airing it out later, and enjoy 
that cup of coffee.

• While I could fill every Quarterly with cooking ideas 
and tips, you can easily find easy hiking meals at the 

outdoors store or google ideas. Everything tastes 
better when camping. Rely on oatmeal, noodles, fresh 
peppers, and dried items you like to make simple 
dishes and don’t cook too close to your aircraft. Avoid 
leftovers, as it’s better to have a little less than you 
need and be content or eat some nuts or a power bar. 
Cheese is the easiest ingredient that can survive with 
little to no refrigeration and can add a lot of flavor and 
satisfaction to the meal or charcuterie board.

• For those new to rugged camping in general, I offer 
some universal laws to those of us familiar with 
backcountry camping: 

– “Pack it in, pack it out.” I don’t even bring 
disposable plates, as it is not kosher to burn your 
garbage in these places. Think about what you’re 
bringing and how you will transport your used and 
empty packaging back out. I am not a big fan of wet 
wipes when camping with water on hand and the 
responsibility to pack out garbage.

– If bears are not in the area, other rodents are. Keep 
your food out of your tent and sealed and secured. 
We put ours back in the baggage compartment 
every night if the destination doesn’t have 
designated boxes for food storage. (Bear spray and 
other pressurized contents are not a significant 
issue at the altitudes we fly.)

– Airports have toilets, so I’ve never worried about 
where to dig a hole.

– Bring eco-friendly soap and if there is no 
designated space for dishes, clean your dishes and 
hands away from open water, water sources, and 
camping/sleeping areas.

– No souvenirs.
– If there is no campfire ring, then there is no 

campfire.
• Your plane will work 

for this; AirVenture is a 
testament to this. I have 
seen Cirrus’ and Pilatus’ 
and Husky’s and all sorts 
of things on grass strips. 
Your aircraft doesn’t 
determine whether you 
can fly and camp, it only 
determines where. 

• If you venture into 
mountain strips, fly your 
experience level. Start 
with simple places. 
Sparky Imeson’s 
Mountain Flying Bible is a great introductory resource. 
Instruction cannot be overvalued.
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Destination Tips:
• If camping isn’t your thing, Seely Lake (23S) offers 

lodges that look pretty sweet. If tenting isn’t your thing, 
Ryan Airfield offers no-frill cabins for donors only. 
Cavanaugh Bay (66S) and other places have resorts at 
the end of the fields. But I still love the feel of waking up 
next to my plane; it reminds me of waking up next to my 
dog.

• There are great destinations closer than you’d think. 
We have flown and hiked to camp at Garrison Dam 
Recreational Airpark (37N) and the International Peace 
Garden (S28). Kulm (D03) is the happiest airport in 
North Dakota and on my list for camping.

• I reiterate The 
RAF.org to 
find the best 
places. Ryan 
Airfield is their 
flagship, but 
they also tipped 
me off to West 
Yellowstone 
(KWYS) which 
offers a 
campground 
and bikes 
for pilots at 
no charge. 
Bozeman (BZN) 
even offers 
showers! The 
list is endless.

• Cavanaugh Bay (66S) is the only place I’ve been 
that potentially surpasses Ryan Airfield. The strip is 
as smooth as a dream and you can swim if you can 
bear the water temperature. Make sure you refuel at 
Boundary County (65S ) - they have ice cream.

• Speaking of ice cream, Ephraim/Gibraltar (aka Door 
County, WI, 3D2) has a shuttle car to ice cream and just 
put in campfire rings. Just north of them is Washington 
Island (2P2), which is gorgeous to fly into and quiet as 
can be. 

• If the resources I mentioned are lacking, ask. Last 
summer, we held the Midwest NAvioneer convention 
at Poplar Grove (C77), a user-friendly privately-owned 
airport in Illinois. Lacking information, I asked and 
received permission to camp and woke up next to, 
not one, but a row of iconic NAvions gleaming in the 
morning sun! (There have been other times when 
I admit, I have not asked…) There are also several 
private strips around; there’s nothing wrong with asking 
the owner for permission. I find I meet good people 
wherever I go.

Let’s face it: you love flying, and you love aircraft, waking 
up under your wing is about the best way to start your day. 
See you out there!

At Northstar Aviation Insurance, our team 
can handle all your aviation insurance 

needs, including Aircraft insurance (Private 
& Corporate), Aerial Applicators, Airport 
Property & Liability, Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems, Repair & Avionics Facilities, Fixed 
Base Operators and more. 

Our aviation insurance specialists will provide 
you with superior customer service and the 

best available insurance quotes.

When it’s time to think about your aviation 
insurance, send us an email or give us a call!

(701) 235-2041
(877) 301-2041

agency@northstaraviationinc.com
www.northstaraviationins.com

Navion Sunrise

Eric Rice

Nehalem Bay State, 3S7, with 
camping behind the planes
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Leveraging Vantis, the state’s first-of-its-kind UAS network, uAvionix, an avionics company 
specializing in drones, received approval by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to conduct 
beyond visual line-of-sight (BVLOS) small unmanned aircraft flights in North Dakota. uAvionix, with 
support from the Northern Plains UAS Test Site, demonstrated to the FAA that it established adequate 
risk mitigations to satisfy required safety standards for the specified BVLOS operation within the 
national airspace system.

North Dakota leads the way in bringing UAS to commercial sectors safely and economically with 
Vantis. This success adds to the foundation that Vantis has set for the next phase of operation this 
summer and the state continues to lead the way for autonomy and automation.

“This first-of-its-kind approval for our partners is a critical step that validates our state’s investment 
and years of work to bring UAS aircraft to commercial sectors in a safe and economic way.” said North 
Dakota Governor Burgum; “Other states are reaching out to us as a national leader in UAS.”

“We are incredibly proud to lead the way in North Dakota with our partners from Vantis and Thales”, 
said Christian Ramsey, uAvionix President. “Being able to demonstrate much of our ecosystem in 
approved BVLOS flight is a major milestone for our company, our partners, and the broader aviation 
ecosystem.”

The Northern Plains UAS Test Site, administering Vantis for the state of North Dakota, partnered with 
Thales USA to develop and implement Vantis, a UAS system that allows UAS pilots to command and 
control the UAS and remain well clear of other aircraft when flying beyond visual line of sight. Vantis 
consists of ground-based aviation infrastructure, like that used in traditional aviation, which significantly 
lowers the barrier of entry to BVLOS flights for multiple users.

FAA Grants Initial Approval Allowing BVLOS 
Drone Flights on North Dakota Drone System

Commercial Company Utilizes Vantis to Satisfy FAA Safety 
Requirements for Advanced UAS Operations

We devote ourselves 
to delivering the 

BEST  
SOLUTIONS 
possible to each 
individual client— 
whatever it takes.

Bolton-Menk.com
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“Vantis was designed to serve many drone operators 
across multiple sectors,” said Trevor Woods, Executive 
Director at the Northern Plains UAS Test Site. “This first 
approval is an important milestone for Vantis, as a blueprint 
for widespread commercial BVLOS enablement.”

“We thank the Federal Aviation Administration for 
acknowledging that our approach to BVLOS in North 
Dakota maintains the same safety standards that the agency 
expects for all users within the national airspace,” said Frank 
Matus, Director of ATC and Digital Aviation Solutions for the 
Americas at Thales USA, the state’s infrastructure partner for 
the Vantis network. “We continue to collaborate with FAA as 
regulations evolve to ensure that Vantis meets the needs of 
all stakeholders.”

About uAvionix 
uAvionix was founded with the mission of bringing safety 

solutions to the unmanned aviation industry in order to aid 
in the integration of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) into 
National Airspace Systems (NAS). uAvionix offers low SWaP 
TSO certified and uncertified avionics for General Aviation 
(GA), Airport Surface Vehicles and the UAS markets. The team 
consists of an unparalleled engineering and management 
team with a unique combination of experience within avionics, 
surveillance, airport services, UAS aircraft development, radio 
frequency (RF), and semiconductor industries.

About NPUASTS
The Northern Plains UAS Test Site is one of seven Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) unmanned aircraft system 
(UAS) test sites in the nation. The mission of the NPUASTS 
is to collaborate with FAA and industry partners to develop 
systems, rules, and procedures to safely integrate unmanned 
aircraft into the National Airspace System without negatively 
impacting existing general or commercial aviation. NPUASTS 
is administering Vantis. Visit NPUASTS.com for more 
information.

About Vantis
Vantis is North Dakota’s statewide unmanned aircraft 

system (UAS) beyond visual line of site (BVLOS) network, the 
first of its kind in the nation. Created by North Dakota with an 
initial investment in 2019, Vantis provides turnkey support to 
commercial and public UAS operators through infrastructure 

and regulatory approvals allowing applications and usability 
over a variety of industries. Visit VantisUAS.com for more 
information.

About Thales USA
A global technology leader, Thales platforms provide 

air traffic control (ATC) services across 40% of the globe’s 
airspace, making Thales the #1 air traffic management (ATM) 
provider in the world. The company provides solutions, 
services and products that help its customers – businesses, 
organizations and states – integrate the right mix of 
existing and new technologies to anticipate and address 
the demands of our evolving airspace system. In Vantis 
and North Dakota, Thales delivers an aviation-grade UAS 
integration capability designed specifically to complement 
manned aviation infrastructure while enhancing safety, 
integrity, interoperability within the airspace system.

Western Canada’s ONLYONLY Factory Authorized 
Propeller Facility for all Manufacturers

1-800-773-6853 • www.canadianpropeller.com • dwills@canadianpropeller.com

• Complete Overhauls, Repairs & Service
• 24/7 & AOG Technical Support
• New Sales, Exchanges and Rentals

Propeller service facility; Authorized Service Facility (ASF) 
for Hartzell, McCauley and MT Propeller

Contact us for industry best pricing on new propellers and blades!

• Best Warranty in the Industry
• Guaranteed Best Pricing
• AMO 175-91 EASA 145.7253
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Eternal  FLIGHT
Timothy Maher (70), a past 

Aeronautics Commissioner from 1986-
1993, died peacefully in his home in 
Fargo, on October 5, 2022. 

Tim was born April 9, 1952, to John 
F. and Betty Maher in Bowman, ND. 
He was one of four children. He 
graduated from Bowman High School 
and moved to Phoenix, AZ to study 

computer technology. Tim then moved back to Bowman to 
work in the family publishing business, The Bowman Finder, 
which he later purchased from his father. He earned his 
pilot’s license and enjoyed flying all over the region selling 
advertising for The Finder. He later sold The Bowman Finder 
and moved to Bismarck where he became an Agricultural 
Real Estate Agent with Dakota Properties. Tim also enjoyed 
several other business ventures, one of his favorites being 

co-owner of The Whiskey Point Saloon. Upon retirement, 
one of his fondest memories was taking his daughters to 
Ireland and exploring the Maher Homestead.

Tim was the proud father of his four children. He instilled 
in them a strong work ethic and would often wake them up 
saying burning daylight. He loved teaching them how to 
snow ski, water ski, throw and catch a ball, golf and many 
other things. He also made it clear to his children to be 
truthful, and to be kind, specifically to people less fortunate. 
He was proud seeing their accomplishments and was even 
more proud to tell anyone who would listen. In his later 
years as a grandfather, he found great joy in watching his 
grandchildren’s activities when he could.

Tim was known for his generosity, his warmness, and 
his ability to make anyone feel welcome. He will be 
remembered for the twinkle in his eye, his stories and how 
he could light up a room.

Evolved.

K L J E N G . C O M

Perfectly designed to thrive in its environment.
Adaptable enough to evolve with the times.
Building smart for a solid future. It’s second nature at KLJ. 
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refurb@flypremierjet.com | +1 (952) 697-3170

+  Re-Foam + Re-Cover Seats, Divans
+  Customized Side Walls, Bulkheads
+  Seatbelt Rewebbing
+  Carpeting, Vinyl Flooring, Runners
+  Sound Insulation Kits
+  Custom Embroidery

INTERIOR SERVICES
+  Exterior Scheme Design
+  Paint Refurbishment
+  New Striping
+  Stripe Color Redesign
+  Registration Number Changes
+  Post Maintenance Care

PAINT SERVICES

With 30+ years of experience refurbishing aircraft of all sizes, 
we can help bring new life to your airplane. 

AfterAfter

BeforeBeforeBefore
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ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

FORWARDING SERVICE REQUESTED

Check out the online calendar for details on 
these events: aero.nd.gov/events

CALENDAR of EVENTS

February 2023
NDAAA Tri-State Aerial Applicators Convention

Feb 14-15, Deadwood, SD

October 2023
7th Annual Props & Hops
Oct 5, Y19 Mandan, ND

North Dakota Aviation Association

March 5-7, 2023 • Bismarck Hotel

Register today!

First time attendees – email admin@fly-nd.com for your registration code. 
First Time Attendees Register for FREE!

Please confirm your 
subscription to continue 
receiving this magazine! 

Like what you’re reading? 
Register today at www.fly-nd.com.

We are cleaning up our mailing list. 
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